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.
SUMWY
in co~nection with engine design
involve flow-dlticharge calculation wlalch are rendered
difficult both on account of the large number of external
variables that enter into the computation - I.e. , changes
in discharge area during the process, change in volume of
the cylinder, pressure, etc. , and changes in the thermal
constants themselves of the flow medium. a fairly accu-
rate solution that does not Involve an excessive amount
of labor can be obtainGd only through the extensive use
of i-a tablee. In the preser.t rb~ort, a.golution iB of-
fered in the form of a different method making use of the
~-~ tables of Lutz and Wolf.
1. INTRODUCTION
.
Those flow processes of most interest in connection
with engine design occur mainly in the supercritical
region at temperature for which the specific heats, and
also the adlabatlc coefflctent, must no longer be con-
eldered as conetant. For these conditions i-s charts are
e~loyed. The simplest and most convenient for this pur-
pose are the I-S charts of O. Lutz and F. Wolf. On ac-
count of the Ia;ge number of external variables involved -
discharge area, cylinder volume, back pressure, etc. - a
straightforward numerical solution of the problem ie im-
possible and attempts in this direction lead only to com-
plications (reference 1).
A different method is “here developed which has the
advantage of clearness and which takes into account all
the variables that enter the problem.
—-———— ______
———--—-—----——
*Die graphlsche Ermittlung von Ausstr8mvor&ngen. Luft-
fahrtforschung, vol. 17, no. 8, Oct. 26, 1940, pp.
332-335.
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2. D~RIVATION 09’T-m RELATIONS USED
The discharge Is assumed to take place from a working
cylinder (fig. 1) whose volume at any instant is deter-
mined by the Fiston area “fk.”and the displacement h of
the piston from the cylinder head. With curved cylinder
head or piston head, the value of h Is given by the con-
dition that the ratio of hmax to the piston stroke ho
is equal to the ratio of 6 to E - 1 where E is the
compression ratio. Tne discnarge area (taking into ac-
count also constrictions in the jet) will be denoted by
f, the discharge velocity at the minirnzm jet cross sec-
tiori by Wa. Magnitudes characterl%ing the state of the
gas in the cylinder will have tne subscript i.
For Wa, we have.
---——
Wa
1
= 91.5 &l-&
M. .
(1)
where ~ is the internal heat or enthalpy in the dis-
charge area and M the gram molecular weight of the dis-
charge medium. In the ~-S_ tables referred to, (page 7),
the msthod is indicated of obtaining these values for com-
bustion gases whose thermal properties deviate from those
of air. The internal heamt ~ in the discharge section
will be equal to that in the external region only for the
subcritical flow condition; for the supercritical condi-
tion it must be separately determined.
Assuming the process is adiabatic.we have for the
change in state in the cylinder
w-here O_ denotes the gram molecular heat, Q the instan-
taneous weight of the gas and dh/h 1the relat ve change in
vo lume. The time rates of change are conneoted by
‘F I dGigP~_—-PI ~_LPi dh
—— ;
ir=c _v~yifkh dt !&~ h dt
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Mow dh]at is the instantaneous piston velocity o and
dai~dt may be replaced by - ~fwa m that
a~i___—. Qpi Pi f ‘Y
—=-
dt (
Wa+c
&i h ‘fk YI )
which may also be written
(3)
where ~ 1s the gram molecular volume.
It Is convenient In engine compltatlons to refer to
the crank angle q). Since the time element dt and the
crank-angle element dp are connected by the reletlon
dp
dt = ~ (n = rpm)
we have finally, passing to finite differences APi
(3a)
The known external variables are the revolutions per
minute n, the dlmtance of the piston from the cylinder
head h, the ratio of cross sectlone f/fk, and the in-
stantaneous piston velocity c; the initial etate pt,
~~ muOt furthermore be given. The ratio Ici=c/cq)i -vi
of the specific heats and the ratio ~i/~ of the gram
molecular volumes for supercritlcal flows must be de-
termined by further conmideratione.
In figure 2,tke va~ues of K are plotted as func-
tions of the temperature with the factor ~ of the ~-S_
tables (page 5) as parameter. It may be pointed out in
tiais connection that the values of K can aleo be
—— .— —.
—— —- .
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- directly d~termined from the “ I-S tables Ifnot too great
accu~acy is required. Eor the constant-pressure curves
of the ~-~ tables we ~ve, as iS known~
and for the constant-volume curves
Again passing to finite differences, we obtain for the re-
quired ratio of the specific heats
(4)
Accordingly, to find Ep/q , the increments A% and
AS- between the Isotropes, Isobars and isochores (con-
stant-volume curves) corresponding to a small increment
AT from the state a, are read off on the ~-S_ chart as
indicated in figure 3. We then have
. .
.
(4a)
To reduce the error due “to the curvature of the curves,
it is best to carry out the process for positive and
negative temperature differences and average the results.
The exaot determination of the critical pressure
ratio from which the discharge velocity for supercritical
flows and the corresponding molecular volume are obtained
is not possible In explicit. form. Aesuming that, for
supercritlcal flows, the weight passiag through the dis-
Wa
charge area f v: remains a maximum, we must have
—.
.- _._—— - — .-
.—
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.- (5)
or using (1)
c dT ~
-v~
=___ _-
A~ T~
so that we have finally .
~i-L=%~
(%0—-—-.— —- —- -TH 2 !!V* )1 (6)
This equation, which as yet has not been sim~llfied by
neglecting terms, can be solved OEIY graphically. The
temperature ratio T~/Ti was determined from the ~-~ chart,
number 1, ~i being determined from the etate ~~, TB.
Here, too, an approximate method can be ind!cated.
Equation (6) can be simplified by aeeuming the specific
heat for the expansion process from the inside of the
cylinder to the opening to be constant and equal to the
value
CP e in th= opening. 3e then
The right-hand side Is determined as
that the eegment II is taken only up
have -
( 5a)
in figure 3 except
to the midpoints be-
tween the lines of constant volume and the isobars, as
shown in figure 4. We then have
- TE I
—=—
Ti II (bb)
Thus T6 and therefore the etate In the ~-~ chart can be
determined.
. .
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~or the case of flows below the crltloal condition,
the final etate is that of the external region and hence
known.
All the magnitudes in formula (3a) are now known and
the discharge can be computed step by step without too
much labor.
3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The discharge process from a cylinder of 1.64 liters
volume will be determined, the initial state being given
bY Pi = 6.0 atm, $i = 1400°; the valve opening time is
shown in figure 5. According to equation (3a) for the de-
termination of the pressure variation, there are first re-
quired to be known the values h, c and f/fk a8Bociated
with the engine dimensions. The variation of these values
with the crank angle is shown in figure 5. Since f/fk
denotes the ratio of the minimum jet cross section (not
the valve cross section fv) to the piston area, it la
necessary by a separate teat to determine the contraction
coefficient ~ of the valve under consideration. In fig-
ure 6, the values of 1) for a few valve arrangements are
plotted.* Corresponding to tneee data, curve 4 has been
chosen as approximately applying to our case and f/f~
determined in figure 5.
It was found convenient to use steps of 10° crank
angle for the supercrltical discharge region and 5° for
the subcritical.-
For the first
a~ = 1400°, h550 =
atepm the Initial ValUeS are Pi = 6 atms
0.141 m, CSEO =
()
15.63 m/e and ~
fk ~50
= 0.00083. %1The ratio -— of the specific heats at the
!&f
- -———.— ——.
*Acc~rding to tests conducted by E. Hummel at the Institut
fur Motorenforschung der Luftfahrtforschungsanstalt
Hermann G5rung. In applying stat”lcally measured values
“to dynamic proceeses, it should be remembered that the
value correction factors may vary a~ a result of pos-
sible pulsations in discharging. Account will be taken
of this fact In a later reFort.
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initial temperature Ti = 16730 K is found from figure 2
to have the value 1.262 (where, for the combustion gae, a
etolchiometrlo gasoline-air mixture of table factor ~
= 1.50 is to be assumed, see X-S charts). From figure 2,
the temperature ratio Ts/T1 ‘l; obtained as 0.882 with
the aid of which the molecular volume ratio ii/1 Ie
found from the I-S charts to have the value 0.612. The
discharge veloc~t~ wa, la ftnall~ obtained as 743 m/sm
We thus have for the first step: ,
Ap = - 1.262 &~;~~ (0.00083X0.612X743 + 15.63) X 10
l
=- 0.530 atm
This pressure drop is large so that the first step (for
which the initial values of 6.0 atm and 1400° were used
and not the average values which should have been taubsti-
tuted for more accurate computation) must be corrected.
The comrutatlon Is therefore repeated with pi = 5.’?4 atm
and #i = 1384° (from tne 1-S charts) and there is o-b-
—-
tained
Ap = - 1.262 &;x4:l= (0.0~083x0.620X783 + 15.63) X 10
.
=
- 0.S08 atm
There is t~en obtained for the next step the initial value
pi500 = 5.492 atm and from the I-S c“narts ~i500 = 1369°.--
These values are indicated In figure 7. It is now possible
with sufficient accuracy to esttmate the mean computation
value
pi46° for the second step. Generally no correc-
tion will be required.
The accuracy of the computation procedure deFends on
a) the slge of the computation steps,
% i xib) the accuracy with which the values =—, pi.~.
=V I
and wa (see equation (3a)) can be estimated
or corrected before each half step,
.-.. ...
— ..— . _ . ——...—- —. — —.. . .-
1
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c) the accuracy ia reading off the I-S charts In
determining values % and ~a~ It is better
in place of ~ to obtain the corresponding
values p and 9 which can be more accurate-
1~ read off and then determine ~ from the
gata equation.
Figure 7 shows ths results of the computation. On
figure 8 Is shown finally the weight of gas G* dis-
charged per unit of time. The curve has a maximum ehort-
ly after reaching “Inner dead center and toward the end of
the procese has a slight irregularity which is due to the
large piston velocit~.
!Cranslation by S. Reise,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautic.
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